“Happens to everybody. Nobody gets out of life alive.” – Hud Bannon, Hud

The truism coined by Irving Ravtech for his 1963 film, Hud, seems a safe statement but is remarkably incomplete when it comes to business preparedness. While death on the job is the concern most commonly addressed by owner managed companies, there are others that too often fly under the radar until irreversible damage is done.

Hud Bannon, the title character of Ravtech’s screenplay, may have changed his perspective if he was talking in business terms. “Nobody gets out of life alive, and there’s a high likelihood they will also struggle with disability, divorce, and substance abuse issues.” A less dramatic quote and a bleak outlook, perhaps, but when forming entrepreneurial or family business teams and growing a business, executives and owners must safeguard the company from these issues – whether for the near term or for future generations.

The heart of preparedness lies in well-structured operating agreements, charters, stockholder agreements, and employment contracts. Any binding document that outlines an individual’s ownership stake should address the possibility that life may come with curveballs, some of which could be personally and professionally devastating.

**Death in the executive suite**

The good news in our society is that incidences of heart disease have dropped, blood pressure can be better managed, and healthy lifestyles are promoted more actively among adults. People are simply living longer, with the life expectancy for an American at birth currently at 77.9 years.\[i\]

The bad news is that people still die. In fact, as professionals ascend to leadership roles, their mortality rate jumps significantly: at 45, the probability of death is .0034, by age 56 that jumps to .0085, and at 60 to .011.\[ii\]
Perhaps because of its finality, death is often addressed in partnership agreements. Corporate policies are a common source of comfort, and enable companies to recoup the value of an owner's shares in the case of their death.

**Disability as real as death**

While not as commonly addressed, disability is a very real risk that deserves as much attention as the possibility of death.

All executives stand a reasonable chance of becoming disabled during their time at the helm. A typical male in an office job has a 21% chance of being disabled for three months or longer, and there is a 38% chance the disability lingers for five years or more. Females in the same category share similar exposure, with a 24% chance of a three month disability and a 38% chance of being disabled for five years or longer.[iii]

Those odds are too short to ignore, especially when insurance policies are typically bought to account for an executive's shares in the case of his or her death. Similar policies can easily be attached to address disability; the additional premium is a small price to pay to safeguard the company.

Whether through insurance or shareholder agreements (or both), businesses need strategies in place to account for the disability of key executives.

**Divorce can split the business**

Moving from physical to emotional turmoil, divorce is an overlooked scenario that can shake a company to its core. It is a prevalent issue, however, and becoming more prevalent by the decade. The number of divorced adults quadrupled from 1970 (4.3M) to 1994 (17.4M). The incidence of divorce is about half, or 50%, of the incidence of marriage - each year there are 6.8 marriages per 1,000 people and 3.6 divorces per 1000 people.[iv]

There is a decent chance, then, that some executives will part ways with their spouses, yet almost no corporate structures have default clauses for divorce. Common practice leaves that area as a personal issue to be dealt with through prenuptial agreements, which can cause an intense tug of war. Businesses cannot ignore such a clear business risk to operations and continuity planning.

The consequences of inaction can be dire, and unfortunately are common enough to make headlines on a regular basis. Consider the potentially record-breaking divorce case of Continental Resources CEO Harold Hamm. According to an exhaustive Reuters report[v], confusion erupted around the true
timing of the couple’s divorce, the ascension of Continental to a leadership position, and the impact a settlement would have on Mr. Hamm’s role as majority shareholder.

“The firm’s massive growth occurred during the marriage. Its share price has surged nearly 500 percent in the five years since an initial public offering in 2007,” explained Reuters. “Under Oklahoma family law, wealth accrued through the efforts of either spouse during a marriage would typically be subject to ‘equitable distribution’ between the parties.”

Hamm’s net worth is estimated at $11.3 billion; should a significant percentage of that wealth come due to Mrs. Hamm, it could force the CEO to sell a portion of his shares and sacrifice his voting position. Should their settlement force him to transfer voting shares, the former Mrs. Hamm could suddenly become a key voting member of the company.

If Hamm’s shareholder contract with Continental Resources had addressed the possibility of divorce, provisions may have been in place to ensure the company remained strong during this period of personal turmoil. As an example, a corporate charter or limited liability company operating agreement can denote that shares transferred to others automatically become non-voting shares. That way, when a divorce settlement comes due and shares go to a spouse outside the company, there will be money at stake but not control of the enterprise.

Dangers of drug addiction

Drug dependency is perhaps the least discussed concern and one of the most likely to set a company back. Executives – especially entrepreneurs – lead high pressure lifestyles and often have the resources to support addictive habits.

Adding to the concern, owners are generally wired to seek stimulation in some sense. As David Linden, a Johns Hopkins neuroscience professor, wrote in the New York Times, “What we seek in leaders is often the same kind of personality type that is found in addicts, whether they are dependent on gambling, alcohol, sex or drugs.”

Dr. Linden draws from the story of Henry T. Nicholas III, a founder of Broadcom who began with a $10,000 investment and grew it into a multibillion-dollar company. “Along the way, he struggled with alcohol, cocaine and Ecstasy; he entered a rehab program in 2008,” wrote Linden. “For many leaders, it’s not the case that they succeed in spite of their addiction; rather, the same brain wiring and chemistry that make them addicts also confer on them behavioral traits that serve them well.”

Addiction is well-recognized as a disease that is treatable and temporal. An executive that fights through such an affliction will miss substantial time, and the organization will be better off if ground
rules are established. Guidelines should be drafted to outline the process of bringing an owner back on board, and agreements can be structured to set aside shares for a reasonable period, offering a window for executives to right their ship. Trusts can be established to hold the shares, and certain corporate structures (e.g., LLCs) can reassign them as non-voting shares until the owner returns or retires his position.

Take action ahead of the curve

Whether due to an owner’s death, disability, divorce or dependency, stories about corporate disarray emerge routinely around the world. Giving forethought to such difficult circumstances can provide important clarity that helps companies avoid worst-case scenarios. Owners can begin by:

Keeping it objective

The only way to effectively handle such incredibly delicate situations is to take the personal side out of the equation. To make the solutions as objective as possible, executives should deal with all of the issues at one time – ideally before they happen.

Contingencies should be preprogrammed as a part of the business, with advisors on hand. In a family enterprise, the Board should be involved and the same provisions must apply to everyone. Fair standards that ensure the health of the company can be set in this manner, so that the legacy lives on whether the patriarch falls or the next generation falters.

Treating shares and structure with respect

A common mistake is to believe that shareholder rights are flexible, and equity in the company can be treated as liquid. Shares should come with responsibility, and the right guidelines can keep that top of mind for executives.

For example, when launching a company or introducing new partners into a startup, requiring a vesting period helps ensure stakeholders are up to the task. When shares vest over three to five years, entrepreneurs have time to prove that they are committed for the long haul. This also gives time for glaring concerns to arise before vesting partners lock in their future with the company.

For a well-established business or a family enterprise, different provisions are in order. If entrenched owners are exposed to difficult scenarios, the structure can allow for their shares to be handed down a generation or set aside in a trust rather than being redistributed among other owners.
Thinking for the next generation

Part of the solution is recognizing that a struggling or disabled executive may not be part of the organization yet. Especially when dealing with family enterprises, the reach of the company over time is likely to extend to a new and wider set of personalities. That means that a young son, daughter, or even a distant relative may grow into a leadership role 25 years from when the buy-sell agreement is drafted.

The gap in time does not, however, transcend the spirit of an agreement. If terms are adopted regarding the transfer or loss of shares, the next generation of owners will simply accept them as a contractual setting. Great things (and smooth transitions) can emerge when drama is taken out of the equation decades before an incident arises.

Tragedies are unfortunately a part of life. Business owners deal with added complexity on that front, as their fortunes and families are often tied to their companies. They must recognize that misfortune comes in many forms and prepare their organization before difficulties arise. Such foresight can be the difference between a company in freefall and one that survives – even when its founders cannot get out of life alive.
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